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COURTESY CIM GROUP

Adding to Sacramento's skyline

From the Sacramento Business Journal:

https://www.bizjournals.com/sacramento/news/2018/11/22/ambitious-tower-301-project-could-

dramatically.html

Ambitious Tower 301 project could dramatically
change city skyline
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See Correction/Clarification at end of article

Plans have been filed for a 33-story mixed-use tower for 301 Capitol Mall,

in a project that promises to change downtown Sacramento’s skyline and

fill one of its most notably empty spots.

While welcoming the news, observers said the onus now is on developer

CIM Group to turn the proposal into an actual project. And people who

specialize in office leasing said that while the building is slated to have a

sizable chunk of new Class A office space, it's not clear if the local

market is ready.

"I can't imagine CIM would build unless it was pre-leased with a strong anchor tenant," said Ken Turton of

Turton Commercial Real Estate. His firm worked on office leasing for midtown Sacramento project Ice Blocks,

the largest block of new office space to be built in the real estate market's current cycle, but far smaller than

what's planned at 301 Capitol Mall. "Anything's possible," Turton added.

Ambitious plans

CIM's plans call for a project called Tower 301, with several floors of Class A office space, 100 apartments and

an elevated park overlooking Capitol Mall. The building would also have retail space at both the ground floor

and along the elevated park, which will be open to the public. Representatives of CIM Group spoke on the

long-anticipated project on the condition that they not be identified.

Many details appear to match those previously revealed through emails between city planners and leaks from

project partner California Public Employees’ Retirement System, including the main lobby entrance from
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Capitol Mall and renderings showing a tall, rectangular building extending above a broader base at street

level.

In addition to the lobby entrance, the Capitol Mall side would have a plaza with landscaping and water

elements, topped by three floors of cantilevered office space facing south, about 23,000 square feet per floor.

An escalator from the plaza would go to the park on the roof of the fourth floor, with benches, tables and

chairs at the corners offering views toward both the Tower Bridge and the State Capitol building.

Set back from the park, in the building itself, would be retail spaces such as a coffeehouse, restaurant and

fitness center, open to both building tenants and the public. The park would be open on weekends but closed

at nights, according to CIM.

The fifth floor would be a single office space with what officials described as a “greenhouse” feel, of up to

55,000 square feet. Project developers envision that space as a showcase spot, with a future tenant also able

to access outdoor terraces on three sides of the building.

Above the “greenhouse” floor would be 28 floors of office space, each about 23,000 square feet. Tower 301’s

vertical mass would be largely on the Capitol Mall side of the city block it would occupy.

One hundred apartments, slated to have smaller square footages to be more affordable than is typical in such

a project, would be on the second through fourth floors on the Fourth and L streets sides of the building.

Retail space would be on the Capitol Mall and Fourth Street sides of the ground floor, with the residential

lobby on L Street. Retail spaces could also be used as creative office or temporary public display space.

To distinguish them from the glass wall office space, the apartments will have a masonry-like exterior,

according to CIM.

CIM’s representatives said the cantilevered office space and apartments would surround four floors of parking,

which would be in the middle of the building, below the main tower.

Landscaping on the Third Street side of Tower 301 would disguise the parking floors from the west, while the

greenhouse office floor would be atop the parking.

301 CAPITOL MALL, 
FLOOR BY FLOOR
With 33 stories, here’s a 
breakdown of what’s on 
each level:

1 > The lobby. The 
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1 > The lobby. The 
entrance would have 
landscaping and water
elements
> Retail space 
alongside Capitol Mall 
and Fourth Street

2-4 > Cantilevered office 
space, with about 
23,000 square feet 
per floor
> A park on the fourth 
floor with retail space
> One hundred 
apartments. To 
distinguish them from 
the office space, they 
will have a masonry-
like exterior
> Parking

5 > A single office space 
of 55,000 square feet 
with a “greenhouse” 
feel

6-33 > Office spaces, each 
with about 23,000 
square feet per floor

4

5

2-3

6-33
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Anchor tenant needed

Sacramento City Councilman Steve Hansen, whose district includes downtown Sacramento, said he's

impressed by the visuals for Tower 301. But it's only a start, he said.

"We desperately need action on that site," Hansen said, noting CIM has a good track record for successful

projects. "The part that makes it attractive is the housing piece."

At the same time CIM and CalPERS pursue project entitlements — including an environmental impact report —

they’re rolling out a marketing campaign to attract future tenants. CBRE will be the commercial brokerage

working with CIM, searching for commercial tenants both within and outside the Sacramento region, CIM’s

representatives said.

CBRE and CIM will most likely target private businesses as office tenants, rather than public agencies, which

typically won’t pay the higher lease rates for new buildings. 

CBRE and CIM representatives said they hope to land an anchor tenant by the time public review is complete,

so they can proceed to construction. They didn't provide a timeline for when work would begin or what the

estimated project cost would be, though the building would take about 30 months to build, they said.

The project wouldn’t proceed without at least an anchor tenant in place, they said. But with Class A office

space in downtown Sacramento at 93.5 percent occupancy, and no chunks of space of 150,000 square feet or

more available, the timing is right to bring a large office project to the market, they added. The Greater

Sacramento Economic Council has cited the lack of available office space as a barrier to entry for companies

interested in the Sacramento market.

Turton, of Turton Commercial, said success at Ice Blocks suggests there's demand. But 700,000 square feet at

Tower 301 would be a big swallow for a region that hasn't seen new Class A construction on anywhere near

that scale in a decade.

To get a lease to justify construction, he said, CIM and CalPERS would need to get a private company tenant

paying $4 a square foot, when $3.50 is about the peak in the market now. If the developer is willing to go for a
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public-sector tenant such as CalPERS itself, the effective rent would be well above $4 a square foot because

such tenants won't sign leases that take common spaces such as lobbies and corridors into account, he said.

Both Turton and Jim Gray, a senior vice president of office leasing with Kidder Mathews, said the best bet is

CBRE and CIM trying to lure a Bay Area company feeling the squeeze in that market.

“I’ve got to believe good, smart 
companies are going to see an 

opportunity in Sacramento. I want to 
say we have demand for a half-million 
square feet of class A, but it’s going to 

take a lot of good work to fill that.”
Jim Gray, senior vice president of office 

leasing with Kidder Mathews

!

"I've got to believe good, smart companies are going to see an opportunity in Sacramento," Gray said. "I want

to say we have demand for a half-million square feet of Class A, but it's going to take a lot of good work to fill

that."

But Gray said he believes locally based firms will be interested in Tower 301 as well. Though the footprints are

likely to be smaller, law firms, lobbyists and consulting groups are always interested in shiny new spaces with

best-in-class amenities for tenants, he said.

A new opportunity

At 557 feet, Tower 301 would be the tallest building in the Sacramento region, surpassing current titleholder

Wells Fargo Center on Capitol Mall by 128 feet. According to CIM, project planners encouraged architects to
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design the building from the inside out to ensure it would perform well for visitors and tenants as well as be an

asset from the outside. The building will also pursue a level of LEED certification. The exact level is still being

determined, according to CIM.

For more than a decade, 301 Capitol Mall has arguably been downtown Sacramento’s most glaring opportunity

site. During the building boom of the 2000s, some early construction began there for an audacious project of

two 53-story towers, comprised of luxury condominiums, hotel rooms and ground-floor retail space.

PREVIOUSLY, ON 301 CAPITOL MALL
While the site is currently empty, there have been other proposals 
and changes to the area before the current proposal.

Courtesy MulvannyG2 Architecture

2007 – Saca Towers
CalPERS and John Saca proposed two 
53-story towers with luxury 
condominiums, hotel rooms and ground-
floor retail space. The plans came to a 
halt after the housing market collapsed.

2009 – “Hole in the ground”
After the recession, construction on the 
towers stopped, leaving behind pilings 
and dirt. For nearly a decade, the empty 
site was known as the “hole in the 
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Dennis McCoy | SBJ

Courtesy of CIM Group

site was known as the “hole in the 
ground.”

2016 – 30 story tower
CIM representatives released renderings 
of a 30-story, 420-foot building with over 
600,000 square feet of office space and 
100 residential units. The project was 
never formally applied with the city.

When the housing market collapsed, however, work stopped on the project in 2007. CalPERS’ partner

developer at the time, John Saca, left the project in an agreement with CalPERS, which then tabbed CIM. The

site became known, derisively, as the "hole in the ground" after that.

In early 2016, CIM representatives released renderings and details for another potential project on the site,

though they never formally applied with the city. That project was 30 stories and 420 feet tall, with 460,000

square feet of office space for an anchor tenant, 155,780 square feet for other office tenants, 100 residential

units on the top five floors totaling about 100,000 square feet and 28,000 square feet of ground-floor retail

space wrapping on all four sides around a 1,261-space parking garage.

Representatives of CIM said after conversations with stakeholders and reviewing the market, the partners

decided not to pursue that project. The Tower 301 proposal is a more thoughtful, thorough version of the

earlier proposal, they added. Moving the apartments from the top floors to the bottom ones to lower the

project's cost was one change made after further consideration, they said.

They also said they feel more confident the project will be built, and be successful, in this iteration. Applying

for entitlements with the city is the furthest any proposal for 301 Capitol Mall has gotten in this cycle, they

noted, and CIM’s track record suggests it won’t build a project unless it’s confident in the financial projections.

https://www.bizjournals.com/sacramento/stories/2007/09/10/focus1.html
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For Tower 301, the returns would stem primarily from top-of-the-market lease rates for office space, with retail

and apartment leasing on top of that. CIM could also choose at a future date to sell the building, as it’s done

with Park Tower and Lofts on J in downtown Sacramento.

Correction/Clarification

An earlier version of this article misstated commercial real estate broker Ken Turton's estimate of peak per-square-foot office lease rates in the

Sacramento area.

Ben van der Meer
Staff Writer

Sacramento Business Journal


